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Introduction 

In the nineteenth century, economic growth and regional convergence within the Habsburg empire 

were rather slow. Between 1870 and 1910 the empire failed to catch up with its western neighbours. 

The GDP per capita grew on average only by 1.15 per cent per annum and regional disparities increased 

because of the stagnation of the north-eastern and southern periphery (Schulze 2000). Building upon 

the approach of Schulze (2007a), this paper explores the role of domestic market access for the timing, 

direction, and pace of the economic development in the Habsburg empire. The advent of the railroad 

and its diffusion dramatically altered the economic geography of the empire. The state planned railroad 

network created major transport axes across the empire intending to ensure political cohesion and to 

attract trans-European trade flows. Consequently, within a few years, the economically most advanced 

metropolitan centres were connected to its backward periphery so that a large set of asymmetric regions 

became integrated into one common market. 

I use untapped population data on municipality level and data from occupational censuses 

combined with a newly constructed multi-modal-transport-model of the Habsburg empire to provide 

empirical evidence on the question of how peripheral regions react when they become connected to 

large metropolitan centres. First, I document that the average effect of an increase in market access 

was not uniform over time and space. Repeated OLS estimates indicate that an increase in market 

access reduced the population growth rate for the most municipalities during the early stages of railroad 

construction (1846-80) and had a positive effect on growth as the railroad network became denser and 

the focus of construction shifted to secondary lines (1890-1910). Moreover, municipalities responded 

differently to an increase in market access depending on the location within the transport network. 

Especially, in the first period of railroad expansion, municipalities located in the centre benefited more 

from an enlargement of the transport network than municipalities at the periphery. Second, I also 

explore the mechanisms underlying these results. By using the information of the occupational 

censuses, I find that an increase in market access reduced employment growth in the manufactory and 

the service sector and triggered emigration. I identify a displacement of artisan shops as one major 

force for this process. 

By using market access and not a binary approach to measure advances in transport 

infrastructure, this analysis adds to the literature by considering not only dislocation effects from areas 

without transport infrastructure towards nearby areas with direct access to transport infrastructure, but 

also account for relocation processes within the network. To the best of my knowledge, this aspect is 

so far neglected in the literature about transport infrastructure advancements in nineteenth-century 

Europe. This paper also contributes to the debate about the economic regional imbalances within the 

Habsburg empire. It is one of the first, which systematically explores the relationship between 

advances in transport infrastructure and the location of economic activity on a fine geographical level 

for this region.  

Data 

I construct a new municipality-level dataset on population growth for seven benchmark years between 

1846 and 1910. The dataset is limited to all municipalities with two thousand or more inhabitants in 

1846 because data for smaller municipalities did not survive for the censuses before 1869. Overall, the 



sample capture 20 (1846) to 27 (1910) per cent of the total population of the Habsburg empire. This 

data is complemented by newly digitized county-level data providing an overview of the local 

occupational composition. It covers the five occupational census years from 1869 and 1910 and is 

disaggregated into five main categories (agriculture, manufactory, trade & commerce, domestic 

servants, and civil servants) and distinguishes between four occupational functions (self-employed, 

white-collar worker, blue-collar worker, and day labourer). 

The main explanatory variable of interest is market access. Based on Harris’ (1954) market 

potential it represents the sum of the inverse transport cost from one municipality/county to all other 

municipalities/counties weighted by the population at its destination. Consequently, market access 

change over time because of advances in transport infrastructure and a with it related decrease in 

transport costs and due to changes in the population at the destination. To calculate transport costs, I 

follow the methodology of Donaldson & Hornbeck (2016) and first, construct a GIS model of the 

empire-wide transport system for every census year considering five modes of transportation (horse- 

and steam-rail, coastal- and river-shipping, and road). Official railroad statistics are used to capture the 

evolution of the railroad network over time and official service tables of shipping companies to identify 

navigable rivers and seaports. Second, I collect historical freight rates for every mode of transportation 

and for every benchmark year drawing from original tariff regulations and secondary sources. This 

information is than used to calculate the least costly route between each pair of municipalities/counties 

along the network applying a Dijkstra algorithm. 

Figure 1 shows the railroad network and market access in 1846, 1880 and 1900. Although 

municipalities around Vienna and Budapest exhibited the highest market access during the whole 

period, with time, market access became more evenly distributed as the railroad network expanded. 

The figure also illustrates the two distinctive periods of railroad construction. From 1846 to 1880 the 

main rationale for the design of the imperial railroad network was to establish long corridor lines 

between distant places. This changed after 1880 as both governments of the empire started to promote 

the construction of secondary lines under private initiatives by granting interest guarantees. In the 

following decades, secondary lines rapidly expanded and by 1910 they contributed to two-thirds of the 

railroad network. 

Main Results 

To identify the impact of market access on economic development, I rely on repeated cross-section 

estimations. The outcome is population growth in period t+1 regressed on the level of market access 

in period t. In these regressions, I also control for the initial population, region-fixed-effects, for town 

and market privileges, as well as a range of geographic characteristics that may influence both, 

population growth and the placement of railroads. 

Railroads were not randomly assigned but may be correlated with numerous observable and 

unobservable characteristics which could lead to biased results. Although some of the control variables 

might account for that, it might be not sufficient to eliminate the bias. To further address this 

endogeneity issue, I apply an inconsequential units’ IV approach and create a hypothetical network 

that connects important nodes in the most cost-efficient way. In this network municipalities between 

the nodes would be getting randomly access to a railroad. I rely on official railroad proposals to identify 

important nodes and information on railroad construction costs of fifty lines built between 1838 and 

1876 to obtain the average cost of one-kilometre track length given the degree of slope climbed and 

costs for tunnels and bridges. I use these parameters to calculate a hypothetical network of least costly 

paths (LCPs) between the proposed nodes. 
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Figure 1b: 
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Figure 1c: 

Market access in 

1900 

 

 

Notes: The maps show a spatial interpolation of logarithmic market access for the Habsburg empire in its borders of 1900. The raster 
values are interpolated based on ten thousand random points and its market access to the 1,143 municipalities in the sample applying 
a Kriging process regression. 



Table 1 presents the findings for the OLS and IV specifications. In both specifications, nodal 

municipalities are excluded from the sample. The effect of market access on population growth differs 

over time. The coefficients for market access are negative and significant for the period 1846-57 and 

positive and significant for the period 1890-1900. Taken the coefficient for 1857, an increase in market 

access by one percent reduces the annual population growth rate (APG) by 0.37 percentage points. To 

put this in perspective, an increase of a standard deviation in market access leads to a reduction of 1.07 

percentage points which translates into a loss of 561 people within ten years for an average 

municipality with five thousand people. The coefficient turns significantly positive in 1890. Taken this 

coefficient, an increase in market access of one standard deviation boosts the APG by 1.27 percentage 

points. Thus, the same municipality mentioned before gains 674 people within 10 years. 

The IV estimates presented in panel B are similar in size for the first two periods indicating that 

in the first phase of railroad construction the railroad planners did not deviate much from the cost-

efficient route. They prioritised direct connections between large cities and did not target necessarily 

fast-growing municipalities on the way. For the subsequent periods, IV-estimates are lower than OLS 

estimates and tend to be zero indicating that, in the age of secondary lines, railroad planners aimed to 

connect municipalities with higher growth prospects.  
 

 

To further explore the effect of market access on municipality growth, I modify the OLS 

regressions of panel A in table 1 allowing for a non-linear effect. Figure 2 visualizes the combined 

predicted effect of market access and market access squared on annual population growth. Note that 

market access is normalized by dividing it by its mean to ease the interpretation of the results but using 

non-normalized market access yields similar results. The u-shaped effect of market access is the most 

pronounced for the early decades. In 1846, an increase in market access had a positive effect on 

population growth for municipalities with a market access 1.4 times above the empire-wide average 

and a negative one for municipalities below this threshold. This means that municipalities with a 

logarithmic market access above 5.84 (these are the municipalities located in the area with the reddish 



shade in Figure 1a) benefited from a further expansion of the network. Municipalities which had 

already access to transport network but had no central position in the network as well as municipalities 

with no direct access to the network lost population due to a further increase in market access. For the 

subsequent decades, the positive effect of market access gets stronger and turns into a log-linear 

positive relationship indicating that better market access also helped to diffuse growth to more 

peripheral areas as the construction of secondary lines gained priority.  
 

Figure 2: The nonlinear effect of market access on average population growth 

 
Notes: The figures show the predicted values for annual population growth for given market access between the range of 0.3 and 2.5 

times the empire-wide mean. The values are obtained by regressing annual population growth in year t+1 on a second polynomial of 

market access normalized by its mean and on a set of controls as described in the notes in table 1. The solid black line represents the 

point estimates and the grey area a 95 per cent confidence interval.  
 

Mechanism 

To shed some light on the underlying effect of market access, I use the occupational censuses. Table 

2 presents the results for panel regressions for different outcomes. Column 1 shows that an increase in 

market access reduced overall employment growth. The IV-estimates further suggest that better market 

access also decreased the ratio between men and women indicating that a better market access fostered 

male emigration. Distinguishing between the different employment categories, the IV estimates 

provide negative significant effects of market access for all categories except for agriculture. This 

means that the advances in transport infrastructure did not induce a structural shift from agriculture 

towards other sectors on a broader scale. This is important because a lack of a shift from agriculture to 

manufactory was identified as one of the main causes for the slow economic growth within the 

Habsburg empire (Schulze 2007b). However, it is possible that an increase in market access had an 

impact on the economic structure within a sector. Atack et al (2011) argues that better market access 



favours competition. Consequently, firms attempt to increase productivity through the division of 

labour, which leads to an increase in establishment size. The estimates in column 8 confirm this 

prediction for the manufactory sector. Better market access led to a growth in firm size and also 

reduced the growth in the number of firms. Overall, the transformation of the manufactory sector 

towards a factor-system was related with a loss of self-employed people which in turn led to less 

growth in manufactory employment. Based on the IV estimate, this channel contributed on average 

the most to the loss in total employment. 
 

 

Conclusion 

The findings of this paper show that improvements in market access had different effects on population 

growth depending on where a local economy was located within the transport network. An increase in 

market access was beneficial for regions in the centre but led to a reduction in economic activity at the 

periphery. The dense imperial railroad network failed to induce broad-scale industrialization. In most 

of the counties, a better market access and with it related competition displaced a large part of the 

handcraft industry without creating the same number of new jobs in the local modern industrial sector. 

Thus, the expansion of the railroad reinforced regional inequalities and fostered migration towards the 

core. 

The research design of this paper is not suited to evaluate the impact of the railroad network in 

the aggregate. That is why further studies on the effect of railroads on an empire-wide level seem 

desirable to assess if the reinforcing effect of transport infrastructure on regional inequality was 

beneficial for the overall growth of the empire or rather an obstacle. 
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